Exchange +

Secure Hosted Exchange

Exchange 2016 plus advanced security
With Exchange+ you'll benefit from the added protection of our flagship inbound and outbound email
security products, CloudFilter and SafeSend. Plus, we make it easier and more affordable to use
Exchange 2016 than ever before with flexible pricing and optional add-ons that you control, so you
can get Exchange 2016 with integrated security for an incredibly low price!

Exchange + gives you
EXCHANGE 2016
 10GB mailboxes
 Contacts/Calendars
 ActiveSync/Collaboration
 Outlook on the Web

CloudFilter

SafeSend

TM

TM

Total Email Security

Enhanced Outbound

 IMAP/POP Sycing

WITH OPTIONAL ADD-ONS

Bracket Encryption

For users who require even
more security, you can add on
Bracket email encryption for an
extremely affordable price.

Extra Storage

Need more storage? You can
easily add storage to a mailbox
(5 GB increments) on the fly for
up to 50 GB total size.
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Why Exchange 2016 from us is better
Total email security

Enhanced outbound experience

Flexible pricing (build your bundle)

Using CloudFilter is like having your

SafeSend adds many outbound

With our robust Hosted Exchange

own personal spam-defense team that

features, including DLP, outbound

offering, you get all the features you

works around the clock. Users stay

quarantines, TLS, and content policies.

need without having to pay for the

informed with daily email security

SafeSend effectively reduces the daily

ones you don’t. Our flexible pricing

reports which allow for the release of

headaches associated with managing

model gives you the ability to afford

quarantined email with a single click.

your IP reputation.

the ultimate Exchange experience.

Exchange 2016 Features
Side-by-side view of documents and conversations
More intelligent, more personalized inbox for improved focus
Faster, more refined search
People suggestions and the ability to search for events in your Calendar
Inline URL and video previews
Dynamic Outlook experiences across devices allow you to get more done on the go
Outlook on the Web (OWA) features including: sweep, pin, undo, inline reply, a new
single-line inbox view, improved HTML rendering, new themes, emojis, and more

CloudFilter

TM

Total Email Security

SafeSend

TM

Enhanced Outbound

XtraMail

TM

Email Continuity

SecureStore

TM

Email Archiving

CloudMail

TM
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